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QUESTION 1

Which type of attack is a form of social engineering in which an attacker attempts to steal personal or confidential
information by sending e-mail that lures unsuspecting victims to log in to an authentic-looking but imposter Web site? 

A. Replay 

B. Phishing 

C. Spoofing 

D. Pharming 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud-computing enables mobile devices to provide users with access to a wide variety of applications and services.
Which of the following is a disadvantage of mobile devices? 

A. Mobile devices cannot accommodate Web browsing. 

B. Mobile devices cannot easily be used for checking e-mail. 

C. Mobile devices cannot access software hosted on remote servers. 

D. Mobile devices cannot accommodate large database installations or applications. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What should be your first step when troubleshooting a network connection that uses a cable modem? 

A. Ping the proxy server. 

B. Ping the default gateway. 

C. Ping local devices using their DNS names. 

D. Ping local devices using their IP addresses. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Jose is experiencing performance problems with his notebook computer that he purchased a year ago. Upon discussing
this issue with him, you learn that he has never deleted any temporary files since owning the device. What can Jose do
to fix this problem most efficiently? 
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A. Reformat his hard drive. 

B. Use the Windows chkdsk utility. 

C. Use the Windows Disk Cleanup utility. 

D. Back up his computer and delete the active partition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which term describes the practice of actively collecting wireless networking data from companies and individuals? 

A. War driving 

B. Spear phishing 

C. Dictionary attack 

D. Social engineering 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a computer technician supporting a small 15-computer Internet lab. The computers are regularly used to
browse the Internet and download files. Users have recently complained that they receive error messages saying the
hard disk is full or out of space. You suspect this is a result of a large amount of temporary Internet files. Which of the
following is a way to easily delete all the temporary Internet files? 

A. Disk cleanup 

B. fdisk command 

C. chkdsk command 

D. Disk defragmentation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A friend has called you about a possible computer problem because her computer is acting strangely. Sounds play
unexpectedly, the monitor turns off suddenly, the hard-drive light flashes constantly, the computer sometimes reboots
itself without warning. When you inspect your friend\\'s system, you notice that several ports are open. Which of the
following is most likely the cause of these symptoms? 

A. The computer has been infected with a polymorphic virus. 

B. The computer is experiencing a denial-of-service attack. 
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C. The computer has been infected with an illicit server. 

D. The computer has been infected by a worm. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which type of attack involves the installation of malicious code on personal computers or servers that redirects Internet
traffic from a legitimate Web site to an identical-looking but malicious imposter Web site? 

A. Pharming 

B. Spoofing 

C. Phishing 

D. Replay 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which term describes a compact personal computer that relies on a touch screen for input, generally uses a solid-state
drive instead of a traditional hard disk, and relies on wireless or mobile networks for connectivity? 

A. Tablet 

B. Laptop 

C. Netbook 

D. Portable media player 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What does the following represent? 

2E22:4F00:000E:00D0:A267:97FF:FE6B:FE34 

A. A MAC address 

B. AnIPv4address 

C. An IPv6 address 

D. An IP diagnostic loopback address 

Correct Answer: C 
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